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GATT PRINTING PROGRAMME

Review of Printing Costs

At its meeting in September 1961 the Budget Working Party expressed
concern about the steady increase in the estimates for printing over the last
few years. Without proposing any deduction in the printing credit several
members stated that they were not entirely convinced of the usefulness of some
of the documents and publications printed by the secretariat.

The Budget Working Party was informed that, whilst the matter was kept
under constant review at the secretariat level, the Executive Secretary was

anxious for contracting parties to express their views as to the usefulness of
the publications now printed.

The Executive Secretary subsequently informed the Council of his intention
to address an enquiry to contracting parties in this connexion.

In recent years the printing allocation in the GATT budget has been as

follows (the figures in brackets represent expenditure incurred):

1958 - $15,000 ($14,838.27)
1959 - $24,415 ($23,860.93)
1960 - $26,000 ($16,261.20)
1961 - $33,000 ($20,684.07)
1962 - $45,000

The allocation in the 1962 budget covers the following:

Languages Estimated cost

A. Annual publications

1. Tenth Supplement to the BISD (Decisions, E, F & S $7,000
reports etc. of the eighteenth and nineteenth
sessions)

2. Activities of GATT, 1961/62 (pamphlet of E, F & S $1,200
thirty-four pages describing the work of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES during the year)



LanguagesEstimated cost

3. Status of Multilateral Protocols (semi-
annual statement by the Executive
Secretary as depositary of GATT instru-
ments - two issues) -

4. International Trade, 1961 (study of trade
trends - about 100 pages)

5. GATT-What: it is (apopular information
pamphlet)

~
i''suly at.; ..ea-usually appear s 'oh u in the

annual printing programme

wn up by the tz% en- 'n up *ythe
CNTRA.CTING PARTIES and opened for
acceptance (Declarations, proces-
verbaux, etc.)

7. A trade intelligence paper (a study of some
aspects of international trade by the Trade
Intelligence Division)

8. Speeches by the Executive Secretary (the
Executive Secretary delivers several
addresses each year which are usually
printed in pamphlet form)

E & F

E&F

E, I & S

Bilingual
edition

E & F

E & F

C. Publications envisaged for 1962 and which
may recur periodically

9. Revised text of the GATT

(Piision was made for publication of a
fourth volume to the BISD in the expecta-
tion chat the Protocol Amending Part I
and Articles XXIX and XXX would enter into
force)

10. Reprints of volumes or supplements to the
BISD (from time .to time supplies are
exhausted and volumes must be reproduced in
an offset edition)

11. Certificates of Rectifications and
Modifications (these certificates are
prepared in offset editions, although
not annually)

E, F & S

Bilingual
edition
(E & F)
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12. Special brochures (in 1962 it was decided E, F & S $2,000
to publish the reports of Committees II
and III)

13. Protocols of accession and results of E, F & S $10,000
Tariff Conference

D. Miscellaneous expenditure 1962

14. Provision was made for other minor printing
items, cover and bindings of roneographed
documents and miscellaneous printing paper
amounting to $5,400

Total: $45,000

Many of the publications mentioned above are distributed to contracting
parties free of charge, distribution being the same as for GATT documents.
Additional copies can be purchased at cost price. Most publications are offered
for sale by the secretariat and the United Nations Sales Agents.

Comments by contracting parties on the printing programme, as outlined
above, and suggestions for the guidance of the secretariat for the future will
be welcomed. Comments and suggestions should reach the secretariat by
10 September 1962 so that a report may be submitted to the Commiittee on Budget,
Finance and Administration, for consideration in connexion with the budget
estimates for 1965 when it meets on 17 September.


